THE TRACKED VEHICLE FOR THE FUTURE

NATECH P6

NATECH P6-300M

LOAD CAPACITY  7000 Kg
SPEED  50 km/h

ENGINE
Cummins Diesel 6CTA8, 3
Power 194 kw (260 hp)/2200 rpm

TRANSMISSION
Fully hydrostatic drive

DIMENSIONS
Length  8000 mm
Width  2400 mm
Height  2600 mm

CO-OPERATION DEVELOPMENT
Narvik Technology has developed a new, fully militarized tracked vehicle in co-operation with the armed forces in Norway. The first series are sold for operation within the Norwegian Army.

FEATURES
- large payload
- good manoeuvrability and off-road capability
- a reliable drive-line
- easy maintainability
- a low life cycle cost
- a large, comfortable interior

MULTIPLE OPERATION
The rear unit is fitted with a quick change attachment system for replacing platforms, hook-lifts, weapon launchers of various types or personnel transport cabins. The rear unit can also be equipped with special shelters containing Command Centers, Antennas, Jamming Systems etc.

For further information, please contact:

Narvik Technology AS
P.O. Box 274
N-8501 NARVIK
Tel: +47 76 92 28 00
Fax: +47 76 92 28 29